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ON A HYPERSURFACE OF THE FIRST
APPROXIMATE MATSUMOTO SPACE

II-Yong Lee and Dong-Gum Jun

Abstract We consider the special hypersurface of the first approxi

mate Matsumoto metric with 相(也)= being the gradient of a scalar 

function b(x) In this paper, we consider the hypersurface of the first 

approximate Matsumoto space with the same equation 6(x) = con

stant We are devoted to finding the condition for this hypersurface 

to be a hyperplane of the first or second kmd We show that this 

hypersurface is not a hyper-plane of third kind

1. The first approximate Matsumoto space

The Matsumoto metric is expressed as the form

(1.1) -으/临孟仁「
a — 0 i8

for \(3\ V \a\. We regard as very small numerically. If we neglect 
all the powers which are greater than r of bz{x) in (1.1), then (a,/3)- 
metric 

(1-2)
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is an approximate metric to the Matsumoto metric. Then we shall call 
the (a,/3)-metric (1.2) the general approximate Matsumoto metric. If 
we put r = 2, then L is the first approximate Matsumoto metric. That 
is to say, we have as follows:

(1.3) L = a + /3+^~.
a

Here, by taking a general Riemaimian metric a and a general non-zero
I- formon a general differentiable manifold Hong-Suh Park,
II- Yong Lee and Chan-Keun Park [8] give as follows:

Definition 1.1. On an n-dimensional differential manifold Afn, 
an (a,^)-inetric L of type (1.3) is called 나2 first approximate Mat
sumoto metric and the Finsler space (Afn, L) is called the first approx
imate Matsumoto space.

The derivatives of 나le first approximate Matsumoto metric L with 
respect ot a and 0 are given by

La = (q2 一 02)/q2, l(3 = (a + 2/3)/q,
(L4) Laa = 2^2/a3, Lp(3 = 2/a,

La/3 = — 2/3/a2,

where La = dL/da, Lp = dL/d/3.
If in the first approximate Matsumoto space F" = (Mn, L) where 

L = a + /3 + 伊j% we put

a = (%(찌矿矿也 0 = b〈x) 寸,

then the normalized element of support lt = d%L is given by

(1・5) li = a~lL^yi + 玲毎，

where 匕=a功y'. The angular metric tensor h勺=L~ldzd3L is given 
by

(1.6) hzj = paij + qobj)3 + 们.(如匕 + bj") + 婁*匕)
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where

0 = LLZ = 工+으*2)( 으 2-竺, 

ak
r r 2(a2 +aj3 + b2)

如=ll 邸=-—-2--------
(L7) OK

1 20国 十 이° + 伊)

= 庭이3Q =------------- ■决------ ,

r -2/r r -iA (。丁 + Q0 + /羿)(3/羿 _ 旳
qi = La \Laa — Laa 丄)=-------------- §-------------- .

1 ..
The fundamental tensor g%3 = -d^d3Ia is given by

(L8) 如=pat3 + po^bj + 0i(心；+ bjK) + 史匕匕，

where

2 3(ot2 + 2oi(3 + /32)P。=如十珞=-——双j

(1.9)
__ a합 +

Pi = qi + L pLp =----------- ---------- ,

2 7--2 —0^(3 + 3。伊 + 404
P2 = 92 + P L = ----------- -------------- -

Moreover, the reciprocal tensor g诺 of gZ3 is given by

(LIO)

where

矿3 = p~la^ 一 S°b%> - Si(&V + 专寸)-寸,

伊=aiJbj, So = (ppo + (poP2 - 话WKP

(LU)
51 = (ppi +(Po?2 - p1)/3)/Cp,
52 =(PP2 +(POP2 - P?)b2)/Cp, b2 = aijW,
< =0(0 + p0b2 + pij3) + (p0p2 一 pl)((^b2 一 伊).
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The /加-torsion tensor C”k = 5讯％3 is given by ([9]) 
厶

(1.12) 2pCZ3k = Pi{hz3mk + h3kmz + 先屁〃勺)+ 

where

(1-13) 71 = P禦 一 3pi?0,”妩=九 一 aT■纽匕

It is noted that the covariant vector ?码 is a non-vanishing one, and 
is orthogonal to the element of support yz.

Let { * } be the components of ChristoffeFs symbol of the asso

ciated Riemannian space RF and Vfc be covariant differentiation with 
respect to xk relative to this Christo任el's symbol. We shall use the 
following tensors.

(1.14) 2E/ — b%j + bj” 2F%j — b 勺—如方

where 妬=▽也.

If we denote the Cartan's connection GT as (]?；七,1?3헝加 弓匕)，then 
the difference tensor Dj% = r*\ — {* } of the first approximate 

Matsumoto space is given by ([1이).

(1-15)
D3\ = B^Ejk + F\B3 + F\Bk 十 B'b이+ Bg

一 b"忸k - C/mAmk — dA% + CgnAm；矿
丄 \s (厂13 /nr m 丄 d m \
'八 \^j rrv^s k 1 3 —(刁 k^m s丿，

Bk = pobk + piYk, Bl = g"，％ Fkz = g 为琮， 

鬼={01(% — a~2YiYj) + 1 /2,

B\ =广 Bm
Amk = BmkE00 + BmEko + BkFm0 + BQFmk,

Am = BmE00 + 2B0Fm0, Bq =饥气

where

(1.16)
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Here and in the following we denote 0 as contraction with yz except 
for the quantities po5 qo and s°.

2. Induced Cartan connection

Let be a hypersurface of Fn given by the equations = 
%헝(口Q). Suppose that the matrix of the projection factor Bzoc = dxz/dv^ 
is of rank n — 1. The element of support yz of Fn is to be taken tan
gential to FH, that is,

(2.1) 寸=B$)v%

Thus 俨 is the element of support of Fn-1 at the point 口% The 
metric tensor g이3 and ifV-torsion tensor C(心 of Fn~l are given by

(2.2) g이3 = gz3Bz aB3(3, C이3丁 = Gj 必匕」。財3%.

At each point of Fn-1, a unit normal vector Nz(u^v) is defined by

(2.3) gu(x(u,v\y(%v、))B，aN' = 0, g%3{x[u,v)5y(u.vy)NzN3 = 1.

As for the angular metric tensor h，頌，we have

(2.4) haP = hijB^N3 = 0, %Ng = 1.

If denote the inverse of (3當 JV"), then we have

BL = g%B0 B"망七 = 魄

(2.5) BatNl = 0, 引盘\"=0,虬=知卜卩,

B^B^j + NlN3 =d；.

The induced connection ICT = (1'》％, (?0切,％气7) of Fn-1 induced 
from the Cartan's connection CT = (1与七,1?3% 0七)is given by ([6])

(2.6) r^7 = B%(B爲 + + MF&,

(2.7) Gab = +

(2.8) C心=BazCJikB^Bky,
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where

(2.9) M所=NiCfkB 七 B%, Map = ” M®,

(2.10) Hp = M(B0> + raSB^),

and 허/3/。也' B。% = 瓦尊%?产. The qualities M所 and H°
axe called second fundamental v-tensor and normal curvature vector 
respectively ([6]). The second fundamental 凡tensor H内 is defined as 
([6])

(2.11) H趴=+ 匚上 B 七 B%) + MR

where

(2.12) Mp = NiC/kB^N^

The relative h~ and v-covariant derivatives of projection factor B紐 

with respect to ICY are given by

(2-13) = H^N\ B 七甲=MaPN\

The equation (2.11) shows that H所 is generally not symmetric and

(2.14) Hg - % = M°H« -

Furthermore (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) yield

(2.15) Ho7 = H7, H7o = Hy+ M7H0-

We qnote the following Lemma which is due to Matsumoto [6] as 
follows:

Lemma 2.1 ([6]). The normal curvature Hq = H" vanishes if 
and only if the normal curvature vector Hg vanishes.

LEMMA 2.2 ([6]). A hypersurface F^1 is a hyperplane of the 
first kind if and only if = 0.
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Lemma 2 3 ([이) A hypersurface F71^ zs a hyperplane of the 
second kind with respect to the connection CT if and only zf = 0 
and Hq。= 0.

Lemma 2.4 ([6]) A hypersurface Fn~l is a hyperplane of the 
third kind with respect to the connection CV zf and only tf Ha = 0 and 
M이3 = Hap = 0.

3. Hyper유urface Fn-1(c) of the fir묘t 
approximate Matsumoto space

Let us consider a special Matsumoto metric with a gradient bz(x)= 
dib for a scalar function b[x) and consider a hypersurface Fn-1(c) 
which is given by the equation b(x) = c (constant). From parametric 
equations xz = ■麥("*) of 卩孔一丄。)we get dab(x(u)) — 0 —如一M* so 
that bt(x) are regarded as covariant components of a normal vector 
field of Fn-1(c). Therefore, along the Fn~ r(c) we have

(3.1) b%B'a = 0 and bzy 허 = 0.

In general, the induced metric L(n, v) from the Matsumoto metric 
is given by

L(u,v)=(知(功号aB%。％伊传+饥产
bz(x)bj (x)Bl aB3
J瓦*宥瓦声评静

Therefore, the induced metric of the Fn-1(c) becomes

(3.2) L(u, u) = aa/3(tt)vav(3, aa(3 = %(x)B"dB气3 

which is the Riemannian metric.
At the point of Fn-1(c), form (1.7), (1.9) and (1.11), we have

(3-3) _ _
p=l, q0 = 2, 以=0, 塞=一@一2, 0o=2, pi = a-1, 02 = 0,
< =1 + 2肿，So = 2/(1 + 2d2), & =仏(1 + 泌)}一1,
Sq = —&2/{cn2(l + 2&2)}.
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b2

Therefore, fi?om (1.10) we get 
(3-4)

2 1 „
矿=시' - e 就 - e殆饥尹 - ")+吋带沪 寸

Thus along Fn-1, (3.4) and (3.1) lead to gt3btb3 =

Therefore, we get

62 
a2(l + 2&2)'

(3.5) b2
剛:r(w)) = d 冬2(1 + 2f)2)M，&2 = a，'가仍.

Again from (3.4) and (3.5) we get

(3.6) 扩=aZ3bj =、/b2(l + 2V)]W + 死 t矿.

Hence, we have the following

Theorem 3 1 Let Fn be the first approximate Matsumoto space 
with a gradient bz{x) = &b(w) and let Fn-1(c) be a hypersurface of Fn 
which is given by fe(x) = c (constant). Suppose the Riemannian metric 
ai：J(x)dxtdx^ is positive definite and bz is a non-zero field. Then the 
induced metnc on Fn_1(c) is a Riemannian metric given by (3.2) and 
relation (3.5) and (3.6) hold.

Along Fn~1(c), the angular metric tensor and metric tensor are 
given by

(3.7) hij = aij + 2bzbj----3으,

(3.8) gi：i = a2J + 3 桓缶 + ?(b 灿 + b3y^.

FYom (3.1), (3.7) and (2.4) it follows that if /鄭 denote the angular 
metric tensor of the Riemannian then along Fn-1(c) hap = 
h密.From (1.11), we get ^岸=12a4/(a — /3)5. Thus along Pn~1(c),
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^쁣 = — and therefore (1.13) gives = 6/a, = 如. Therefore, the

如-torsion tensor becomes

(3.9) 1 3
Ctjk — —+ hjkbz + h，屁 bj) + —b^jbk-

Therefore, (2.4), (2.9), (2.12), (3.1) and (3.9) give

(3.10) b2皿=”诘时必Ma=0-

Hence, from (2.14) it follows that Hap is symmetric.

Theorem 3 2 The second fundamental v-tensor of Fn-1(c) is 
gwen by (3.10) and the second fundamental h-tensor is symmetric.

Next from (3.1) we get b^pB1,ot+bzBz= 0. Therefore, from (2.13) 
and the fact that 이/3 = +bi\3NJHp, we get

(3.11) 七 + 十"LN = 0.

Since bt\3 = —bhCfj, from (2.12), (3.5) and (3.10) we get

砂
피见，眛 = V Q2(1 + 262)M« = °-

Thus (3.11) gives

62(3.12) ] + 2b2 日이3 + b 山 B'B 七 = 0.

It is noted that 히了 is symmetric. Furthermore, contracting (3.12) 
with v。and 俨 respectively and using (2.1), (2.15) and (3.10) we get

b2(3.13) 1 沥2丑企 + ”이/印迎' — 0,
b2

1+沥2丑°+이，矿矿=°・
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In view of Lemmas (2.1), and (2.2), the hypersurface Fn-1(c) is 
hyperplane of the first kind if and only if Hq = 0. Thus from (3.13) 
it follows that Fn'"1(c) is a hyperplane of the first kind if and only if 
b이j俨俨 = 0. This b^j being the covariant derivative with respect to 
Cr, of Fn, it may depend on 矿.On the other hand ▽了饥=is the 
covariant derivative with respect to the Riemannian connection {丄 } 

constructed :from therefore b勺 does not depend on y1. We shall
consider the difference 一 瞞 in the following. The difference tensor 
Djzk = P；헝#: — {* } is given by (1.15). Since 缶 is a gradient vector, 

from (1.14) we have E苟=b小 F” = 0, Fz3 — 0. Thus (1.17) reduces 
to

= B0诉 + B 허 jbg + 矿”雄并

(3.14) - C/mA^k _ + CJkrnAmsff2k
丄z /cm 丄厂 z cm m t x

• 人 1、勺 k 十 I사& m^s j — I勺 以刁n s)•
But in view of (3.3) and (3.4), the expressions (1.16) reduce to

(3.15)
且=%+『成，司=讦游+布国，

B” = 土(㈤丿-a~2ytyj + 12饥如)，

B\ =会0； - Ly就)+页;％2)说J - ^領?多邛/标

Amk = BmkbQ0 + Bmbk0, 
Am = Bmdoo-

By virtue of (3.1) we have Bzo = 0, Bto = 0 which gives Amo = 
Bmb00.

We, therefore, have

(3.16) D/o = B，顷 + B^boo - BmCjzmb00,

(3.17) 財。=*蜘=［讦游+不物』如・
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Thus paying attention to (3.1) along the we finally get
(3.18)

"仆=書游队+就場如-2时弘宀而。，

(3.19)

”〃저。= 讦游如 .

From (2.12), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.10) it follows that 
矿也• = b2Ma = 0.

Therefore, the relation b^3 = btJ — brDzr3 and equations (3.18), (3.19) 
give

1 + 12b2

&3W = boo — brDor o = ] +£2 bo*

Consequently, (3.13) may be written as

(3.20) V^Ha + 方느須切3七 = 0, v^H0 + ^=L==b00 = 0.
v 1 + 2oz v 1 + 262

Thus the condition H° = 0 is equivalent to doo = 0, where bZ3 does 
not depend on yz. Since y‘ is to satisfy (3.1), the condition is written 
as b瑚广y，= «械厂)(勺矿)for some 勺 3), so that we have
(3.21) 2 如=bzC3 + bQ.

From (3.1) and (3.21) it follows that boo = 0, bZ3BzaB3p = 0, 
血 =0. Hence, (3.20) gives = 0. Again from (3.21) and

T5)" 成 = 쁙' 5 = ° " 5风 = 

—haf3. Thus (2.9), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.10) and (3.14) give &1OL

brD^gB^B3(3 = 4项1 一+二皓件龙이

Therefore, equation (3.12) reduces to

V G甘
TTWHa/3 + MiTWM =

Hence the hypersurface Fn-1(c) is umbilic.

(3.22)
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THEOREM 3 3 The necessary and sufficient condition for F，n~1(c) 

to be a hyperplane of the first kind is (3.21) and in this case the second 
fundamental tensor of Fn-1(c) is proportional to its angular metric 
tensor.

In view of Lemma (2.3), 欣一气。)is hyperplane of second kind if and 
only if Ha = 0, and H이3 = 0. Thus fi?om (3.22) we get Co = =
0. Therefore, there exist a function e(x) such that cz(x) = e(x)bz(x). 
Thus (3.21) gives

(3.23) bZj = ebgbj.

THEOREM 3 4 The necessary and sufficient condition for Fn-1(c) 

to be a hyperplane of the second kmd zs (3.23).

Finally (3.10) and Lemma 2.4 show that Fn"x(c) does not become 
a hyperplane of the third kind.

Theorem 3.5 The hypersurface is not a hyperplane of
the third kind.
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